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Abstract: In this short note we compute the OPE coecient of two 200 operators and the
Konishi operator. To this end, we use the OPE decomposition of a four point function of
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in the OPE limit, of all integrals contributing to the four point function.
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1 Introduction
Correlation functions of local operators in a CFT are completely determined by dimensions
of all operators and their OPE coecients. Over the last years there has been a signicant
progress in computing the dimensions and OPE coecients of local operators in N = 4
SYM [1]. Integrability of the planar sector of this particular CFT has allowed the deter-
mination of the spectrum of single trace operators at any value of the coupling. Recently,
it was proposed a method (hereafter called the hexagon approach) to compute OPE coef-
cients of single trace operators at any value of the coupling [2]. This new approach has
passed several non-trivial checks [2{4]. At weak coupling, there are new features appearing
at each loop order and in the past it was useful to have these OPE coecients computed
by other means in order to check the correctness of the integrability result. The interest
in the four loop stems from the appearence of a new eect in the hexagon approach due
to wrapping eects [2, 3]. Thus, reproducing the result of this note will be an important
non-trivial check of the integrability computation.
We compute the OPE coecient of two 200 operators and the Konishi operator in the
four loop level by doing the OPE decomposition of a four point function 200 operators. This
four point function is known only at the integrand level, so to extract the OPE coecient
we will use the method of asymptotic expansions that allows to obtain a series expansion
of all integrals in OPE limit. This method has already been implemented in the past to
determine the OPE coecient at three loops [5].
In the next section we will dene the four point function that we will be working with.
Then we briey review the method of asymptotic expansions and nally we extract the

















2 Four point function and OPE limit
In N = 4 SYM there are special operators (often called protected) that do not receive
quantum corrections to their dimension and OPE coecients or in other words, their two
and three point function are the same at any coupling. However, a four point function of
these operators does get corrected. One way to understand this is by writing the four point
























where cOOOk is an OPE coecient, G;J(u; v) is a conformal block (that resums the con-
tribution of a conformal family to a four point function) and u and v are cross ratios.
In general the OPE coecient cOOOk and dimension k depend on the coupling. Conse-
quently, the four point function will inherit this dependence.
Our main goal is to extract an OPE coecient that has wrapping. This eect starts to
be present at four loops for small operators, like the Konishi. The correlation function of 200
operators is the only one that has been computed at the four loop level. For completeness
let us dene the 200 operators




; Y 2 = YIYI = 0: (2.2)
where the null variables Y insure that the operator is symmetric and traceless in the R-
charge indices. The four point function depends on the polarization vectors YI . Naively,
one would expect a nontrivial dependence on these variables but it turns out that this
dependence factorizes and consequently the four point function can be written as [16]





4 (1; 2; 3; 4); (2.3)
with the tree level result given by










































































; yij = Yi  Yj (2.4)




















d4x5 : : : d
4x4+lf
(l)(x1; : : : ; x4+l); (for l  1)
where a is the t'Hooft coupling a = g2Nc=(4




































































































The function f (l)(x1; : : : ; x4+l) possesses a hidden permutation symmetry S4+l and this,
together with imposing the correct OPE behavior, has led to a complete description of its
form up to a high loop order [6]. An useful representation for f (l)(x1; : : : ; x4+l) is [6, 7]
f (l)(x1; : : : ; x4+l) =
P (l)(x1; : : : ; x4+l)
1i<j4+lx2ij
(2.6)
where P (l)(x1; : : : ; x4+l) is a symmetric polynomial depending only on distances x
2
ij and is
homogeneous of degree (l   1)(l + 4)=2 in each point. The planar part of this polynomial
is given up to four loops by [7]






















































































78 + S8 permutations: (2.7)
The integrals appearing up to three loops can be expressed in terms ladder integrals and two
functions called Easy and Hard integrals [7, 8]. We have not tried to count the minimum
number of independent integrals that appear at four loop level because the computer time
saved is not considerable since we are only interested in the contribution of the Konishi
operator.
2.1 Asymptotic expansions
Each integral appearing in the planar part of the four point function described above is
both UV and IR nite. They are also conformal, consequently they depend on two cross
ratios u and v. Moreover, it is possible to send one of the points to innity since all the
integrals have conformal symmetry. Most of the integrals at four loops are not known
explicitly as a function of these cross ratios, however the method of asymptotic expansions
can be used to reduce the computation of these four point integrals to the evaluation of
simpler integrals involving just two points. The expansion of the integrals in terms of the
cross ratios can then be used to extract the dimension and OPE coecients of the operators
that can couple to the external ones. This method has been used in the past to compute
the OPE coecient of twist two operators at three loops [5].
We will review briey how the method works on the four-loop integral that appears in










































































where the point x4 was sent to innity and x1 to 0 using conformal invariance of the
integral. The cross ratios, in these coordinates, are given by u = x22=x
2






















The method of asymptotic expansions can be used obtain a series expansion in small u and
(1  v) to any desired order. Powers of u in a four point function control the twist (recall
that twist is dened by   J) and powers of (1  v) control the spin, J , of the operators.
We are only interested in extracting the OPE coecient of the Konishi operator, so we can
focus only on the leading term of the expansion.
The main idea of the method is to divide the range of the integration of each integration
variable in two regions, one where it is of the order of x2  1, that is assumed to be
small, and other where it is of the order of x3. There are four integration variables and
consequently 24 = 16 integration regions. The goal of dividing into these regions is that
it allows to simplify the integrand. For example in the region where all the integration






(2x2  xj   x22)n
(x2j )
1+n
; for j = 5; : : : ; 8: (2.9)
Obviously, this equation is only valid when the region of integration satises x22  x2j ,
however we can extend this region of integration to all space at the expense of introducing
a regulator d = 4  2. The integrals will have poles in  as a consequence of extending the
integration region. However, the sum of all regions needs to give a nite result in the limit
of  ! 0 since we are dealing with nite integrals. We have veried that this happens for
all integrals that we have analyzed.
























; ai 2 Z
and fortunately all integrals that are needed have been computed before [7, 13].
Let us go back to the example where all the integration variables are of the order x3





















Higher powers of x22 encode the contribution of higher twist operators, since we are only
interested in twist two, we can neglect the factor x22 in (2xix2 x22). A simple dimensional












for certain coecients ck. In particular, this shows that non-zero values of ni will give either,
higher powers of x22 or x2  x3 compared with the case ni = 0. So, one can safely restrict

















There are also other regions that contribute to this integral, one of them is characterized


































j=7(2x2 xj   x22)nj
Q6



















Notice that the integrals in this region can be viewed as the product of two loop propagators
with numerators. In fact this is a feature of the method, an l-loop four point conformal
integral can be written in terms of (l k)-loop propagator type integral with k = 0; : : : ; l 1.
For the same reason all terms with non-zero ni are subleading compared to the case
with ni = 0. It is also simple to estimate the dependence on the position of a given region,
it just amounts to doing dimensional analysis. It turns out to be quite useful to do this for
all regions since some of them are subleading in the OPE limit.
It is often the case where one has to deal with integral with open indices or in other
words, an integral where the numerator is contracted with an external vector. An example
of this is Z
x25(x
2









These can be expressed in terms of integrals of the form (2.11). The procedure is simple
and it is explained in section 3 of [5].
After all the integrals appearing in the asymptotic expansions are expressed in terms
of integrals of the form (2.11) one just uses a program such as LiteRed [10] or FIRE [9] to
reduce them to master integrals. The number of master integrals of the propagator type
depends on the loop order, at one, two, three and four loops the number of master integrals
is 1, 5, 9 and 24 respectively. At this point any conformal integral is given by a combination




ici;k jk;i; k = 1; : : : ; 24: (2.16)
2.2 Konishi from OPE limit
The OPE decomposition of a four point function can be done in every conformal eld
theory. In the present case we are interested on the contribution of the Konishi operator
2For planar integrals there is no dierence between momenta and position space since they are related
by a simple change of variables [15]. There is no relation of this type for non-planar integrals. Fortunately

















K(x) in the OPE of two O(x; y) operators














2 OIJ20 (x2) + : : : :
(2.17)
The operators that ow in the four point function depend on the polarizations vectors
of the external operators. To understand what operators are exchanged remember that
the tensor product of two 20's decomposes in six irreducible representations. It is more
convenient to do the OPE in the channel 20 since there is just one operator owing with
twist two per spin [12]. Since we are just interested in the of the Konishi we can focus on
















d4x5 : : : d
4x4+lf







2   1)(1 +O(u) +O(1  v)): (2.19)







14823 + (1312  604) 3 + 50205   12506 + 83057 + 9952

  64 (783+55 (35+8)) lnu+576 (33+14) ln2 u 1152 ln3 u+72 ln4 u+O(u)+O(1 v):
Now we can use the lower loop data for the anomalous dimension and OPE coecient (that
can also be extracted from the lower loop four point function)
K = 12a  48a2 + 336a3; cK = 4
3
  16a+ a2(224 + 963)  a3(3072 + 5123 + 16005)
(2.20)






















The value of the anomalous dimension was known before [17] and served as a further check
of the method.
3 Conclusions
We have computed the OPE coecient between two O200 and the Konishi operator. One of
the main motivations to obtain this result was that it will allow to check the integrability
computation. The result at four loops is particularly important since in the hexagon

















is also at this loop order that the wrapping eects in the spectrum start to contribute.
Reproducing the results of this note with the hexagon approach is an important non-trivial
check. As a curiosity, notice that the OPE coecient at four loops continues to be given
entirely by odd zeta values.
We have focused on the OPE coecient of the Konishi operator but it is also possible
to obtain the OPE coecients of twist two operators with higher spin. The main hurdle
is to decompose a given integral in terms of master integrals. The packages LiteRed and
FIRE can do this decomposition but it will demand more computer time.
There are two more interesting directions, one is the evaluation of the non-planar
corrections at four loops and the other is to repeat this procedure for the OPE coecient
but at ve loops.
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A Master integrals
Every conformal integral can be expressed as a linear combination of master integrals of
the propagator type for each term in the series expansion in the cross ratios. These were
computed in the literature in momenta space at four loop level [13]. A duality between
planar integrals in momenta space and position space can be used to determine the coe-
cients ci;k of (2.16) in the planar sector. There are 2 more master integrals that contribute

















































where n0() = e
 e (2 2)=( (1+) 2(1 )) converts the integrals to the G-scheme [13].
These two integrals were computed in [14] up to order .
The method to compute the rst two integrals in (A.1) was presented in the appendix
of [14]. The method is nice and we will review the main idea here. We are interested in




+ j21;0 + j21;1; j22 =
j21; 1


















Imposing that the each conformal integral that appears in the planar part of the four point
function (2.7) are nite in the limit ! 0 and conformal xes their values3
j21; 1 = 55; j21;0 =
56
378


























































Both I3 and I4 admit a power series in 
Ii() = bi + (ci + di) +O(
2): (A.4)
It turns out that it is easier to evaluate these integrals than j21 and j22 for particular
values of . Then we use the fact that the power series expansion in  is linear in  at rst
order in  to obtain bi and ci. These constants are related to j21;0; j21;1; j22;0 and j22;1 by
integration by parts4











































b4 + c4  =








2j21;0   j21;1   6j22;0   2j22;1   2123 +
743
30













































3In our computations we have used G-scheme and we have used the results of [13] for the planar master
integrals.
4We have used LiteRed [10] package to do this reduction. There are terms in the following equation
that are dierent from [14]. This is not strange since [14] used a dierent scheme for the master integrals.
However, we were able to verify the four loop anomalous dimension which also gives us some condence of























  Ii (1) = bi + ci (A.10)
b3 = 36
2













443   36023   3157

: (A.12)
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